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upreme Court Justice visits
ByHERALEEN
SPRENGER
From his first year as a
,mall-town lawyer when he
'made so much money he
jjdn't have to file income
taxes" to his most recent
vears as Missouri Supreme
:;ourt justice, Robert T.
Oonnelly has enjoyed his
"'ark.
Donnelly, who held a press

conference at UMR last
week, described his career
in words ranging from exciting and satisfying to
challenging and stressful.
Donnelly, a Lebanon, Mo.,
native was born in 1924. He
received his bachelor of laws
from UMC in 1949. He has
served as special assistant
attorney
general
of
Missouri, on the Board of
Governors of the Missouri

Bar and as a member of the
bar committee of the 26th
Judicial
Circuit.
He
presently is serving part of
his second 12-year appointment to the Missouri
SuprelI\e Court. He has twice
been selected as chief
justice. His most recent
term as chief justice ended
prematurely, however, due
to warnings from his doctor
to avoid stressful situations.

The chief justice's position
is a particularly stressful
one according to Donnelly.
" It's a matter of responsibility. He is administrative
head of all the state courts,"
he explained.
As a judge, Donnelly said
he faced challenges every
day . One of the challenges he
faced lately centered around
Missouri's reinstatement of
the death penalty. "I per-

110 ~ Who selects.15
By ElLEN HENDRICKS

Fifteen students from
JMR were chosen from
nore than 1,300 institutions
n aliSO states, the District of
::Olumbia
and
several
'oreign nations to be listed in
.he 1983 edition of Who's Who
\mong
Students
in
\merican Universities and
::Olleges.
Students were selected by
j
campus
nominating
::ommittee and editor of the
jjrectory.
They
were

selected on the basis of
achievement,
academic
community,
service
to
and
future
leadership
potential.
The students from UMR
listed this year are: From
Ballwin, Mo. , Christopher R.
Noonan, senior, electrical
engineer ing; Eldon, Barbara J. Weiland, senior,
chemil;:al
engineering;
Frohna, Gregory A. Sedrick,
senior ,
engineering
management; Grandview,

Catherine L. Lally, senior,
engineering management;
Norborne, Timothy L. White,
senior,
mechanical
engineering; Shrewsbury,
John F. Luth, senior, electrical
engineering;
Springfield,
Roddy
J.
Rogers, senior, chemical
engineering.
Also included are: Michale
Avery , graduate, petroleum
engineering ; Robert L.
Heligan, graduate, electrical
M.
engineering;
Hilde
Hummel,
grad\late,

metallurgical engineering ;
Michael D. Moline, senior,
engineering management,
and Kimberly S. Signarino,
senior,
engineering
management, all of St.
LouiS ; Daryl W. Seck,
senior,
electrical
engineering,
Shawnee,
Kan. ; Shelia L. McDonnell,

sonally do not believe in the
death penalty," he said.
" But my opinion is extraneous. Public policy as
stated by the Legislature
supports it. I took an oath to
support that legislation. I've
imposed the death sentence
on occasions, though 1 take
absolutely no pleasure in it. "
Legislation now being
cons idered which he does
support is that which would
give crime victims a say in
the paroling of their offenders and which would
redefine the " guilty by
reason of insanity" plea. "In
the past more weight has
been placed on the rights of
the accused than on those of
victims. I'm delighted that
they're fOCUSing on victims

and their concerns," Donnelly claimed.
Donnelly's term will expire in 1990, at which time he
plans to retire. " I hope I
have sense enough to
gracefully get off them," he
laughed.
For those just getting out
of law school who may be
having trouble finding work
in today's economy, Donnelly expressed empathy. " I
feel for any of these young
people who go -through
tremendous preparation and
have a hard time putting it to
use.
"I suspect they'll be better
lawyers for it though. It
sometimes serves one well to
get bounced around. I, at
least, learned that I wasn't
as smart as I thought I was."

senior, geophysics, Bay St.
Louis, Miss., and Keith D.
Mazachek,
senior,
mechanical
engineering,
North Richland Hills, Texas.

Cotillion kicks off

KUMR fund raisers

D

By MICHAEL KOOP

re

The time is fast approaching for KUMR radio
to kick off its annual fundraising events, scheduled for
the week of Feb. 26-March6.
The week begins with the
KUMR Cotillion. The dance

y

is
for
present
and
prospective members and
Will be held from 7:3(}.U :30
p.rn. on the 26th in Centennial Hall. Tickets are
$7.50 per couple for present
subscribing members of
KUMR to cover the cost of
fOOd. For non-members, the
cost is $25 per couple, and

this price pays for a year's
membership
and
subscription to the station's
progratn guide as well as
admission to the Cotillion.
The music will be provided
by the School of the Ozarks
Jazz Ensemble, the same
music group that was chosen
to play 'at the Miss Missouri
Pageant. The ensemble will
play a variety of milsic for
the different styles of dance.
Also at the dance will be a
cash bar and hors d'oeuvres.
The dress will be informal
but neat. Reservation forms
are
available
in
the
February program guide, at
Books 'N' Things in The

Forum, or by calling KUMR
at 341-4386.
During the course of the
week on the aired program,
premiums will be broadcast
in which people may call in
and make specified pledges
and will receive gifts from
sponsoring
organizations.
Some of these premiums will
be directed solely toward
students and will be offered
during programming which
is popular with students,
such as the radio program
" The Empire Strikes Back."
The following weekend, a
variety of activities is
planned. On Saturday, the

Missouri Marketplace, as
showcase of native handcrafts and their artists, will
be held. Also that day will be
the Artists' Showcase, an
unjuried art show open to all
interested artists; a Civil
War re-enactment ; a bakeoff, and a bluegrass concert.
The following day, the
popular :>-kiIometer White
Lightnin' Run will be held
again this year. It will start
at 2 p. m. and follow the same
route as in previous years.
There is a $4 entry fee and
prizes will be awarded.
Entry forms can be found in
the February program guide
or by calling the station.

Students must buy phones
By CLARK TIiURLO
Some UMR students find
themselves buying, not
leasing, their telephones
from the phone company this
semester. This results from
a recent decision by the

H

J,..ooII ; -

Comnumi'"t;~

Commission.
The FCC ruled that all
customers must provide for
their own phones as of Jan. 1,
1983. Phones leased before
this date need not be purchased. A company may still
lease out the remainder of its

1982 inventory, however ,
until the phones become
irreparable .
" The ruling creates opportunities for customers to
have their choice of services
and products," says Bill
Phipps, customer relations

representative for United
Telephone System in Rolla.
Mr. Phipps said that users
can now decide where their
phones are repaired, also.
One can now purchase an
in-place rotary telephone
from United for $19.95.
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Miner
of the Month
Michael DalJmeyer of
Sigma Chi Mu has been
chosen Blue Key Miner of
the Month for January.
Mike is in an unusual
position ; he is a student at
UMR and is also Sigma Chi
Mu's chapter adviser. His
hard work and leadership
has led to Sigma Chi Mu's
petition being accepted by
Sigma Chi fraternity. This
was the toughest hurdle of
the chartering process.
Sigma Chi annually receives
1:>-20 petitions for membership and usually accepts
only two or three. Mike has

also been active in preparing
schedules for visitation by
an investigating officer from
Sigma Chi 's international
headquarters.
Besides Sigma Chi Mu,
Mike has been involved in
several other organizations
including the UMR Frisbee
Club
and
Robotics
(mechanical
Laboratory
engineering department).
Mike's name will join others
on a plaque in the Student
Union and will appear on
banners on campus bulletin
boards.
Congratulations Mike ! !
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Editor's Note: If your or ganization is having a
meeting, turn in details to the MINER office in
the Rolla Building before Monday at 9 p,m. and
we will list it in the Activities Section of the
paper. No articles submitted will be printed
unless written in complete sentences with proper
grammar. No schedule or flyers will be
rewritten and published by the staff for the
Activities Section.
If your organization is sponsoring a campuswide event for the benefit of charity, get us
details before Monday at 9:00 p.m. We will advertise the event free of charge in this space.
The MINER reserves the right to edit any
notices or ads for this page before publication.

UOOQJ~~~A~
UMRMOTORCYCLE CLUB
UMR Motorcycle Club will hold its first meeting Thursday, F e b. 10,
at 7 p.m . in the Ozark Room, University Center-West (old Student
Union - upstairs next to housing office). All bike owne rs or interested
people welcome. For information, call Bob Baur a t 364-3637.
UMRFlLMSERIES
UMR Film Series, " Oliver, " directed by Carol Reed with fum
Moody, Oliver Reed, Thursday, Feb. 10, at 7:30 p.m., MIles
Auditorium, Mechanical Engineering Building. Season ticket or $2.50
at the door.
INTERCOLLEGIATE KNIGHTS
1K will hold a smoker at TKE on Thursday, Feb. 10, from tHO p .m .
Requirements 2.5 GPA or above. All those interested please attend.
MATH HELP SESSIONS
Having trolJble with algebra, trigonometry or calculus? Then stop
by the Kappa Mu Epsilon math help sessions and get individual help.
Help sessions are absolutely free of charge and are held every
Monday and Thursday from 6:30-8 p .m. in Room:lOO Math/Computer
Science Building.
WARGAMERSASSOCIATION OF ROlLA
The Wargamers Association of Rolla Is having a meeting on
Thursday, Feb. 10, at 8 p.m. in M-CS Room 206. Anyone who plays or
desires to learn board games and fantasy role-playing games is invited. The open gaming session coming up this Saturday will be
discussed.
PI TAU SIGMA
Pi Tau Sigma will have a smoker Thursday, Feb. 10, at 7p.m . in the
M.E.lab.

Distribute Advertising Materials on Campus. Write: College
Distributors, 5 S. 040 Pebblewood, No. 408-W, Naperville, IL

vent's

OPEN GAMING SESSION
On Saturda y, Feb. 12, the Wargamers Association will be sponsoring an open gaming session in the Missouri Room of University
Center-E ast. The session will last from 9 a.m.-5 p.m . and is free.
Dungeons and Dragons, board wargames and games in general will
be present, so bring your favorite game and take part in the fun .

TAU BETA PI
Ta u Beta P i will be having a smoker on Tuesday, Feb. 15, at 7 p.m.
in G-3 of the Chemical Building.

HELIX
Helix will sponsor a talk by Professor Samir B . Hanna of the
chemistry department at 4:30 p.m . on Thursday, Feb. 17, in Room 125
of the Chemistry Building. His subject will be the research he is
conducting while on sabbatical leave this year - " The Roles of
Biology and Chemistry in Psychiatry and Mental Health."
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POETRY CONTEST
Poetry contest (short stories, black and white photography and
drawlngs also). Winners will be published In the next edition of
" Southwlnds" and will receive a free copy. Take your submissions to
the English department. Please include name, local phone number
and major. Artwork may be picked up in May ; written work cannot be
returned. The entry deadline is March 4.

Missouri Miner

303 Rolla Building
University of Missouri·Rolia
Rolla, MO 65401
341
2

Hwy.63N .
Rolla
364-8661

WESLEY
Wesley holds a general meeting every Wednesday evening at 6 p .m .
at the Wesley House, 403 W. Eighth St. This week's speaker is Mr. EI
BoIsen from the Central Ozark Counseling Center. Refreshments will
be served and everyone Is invited.
Wesley also holds an interdenominational chapel service every
Sunday at 9: 30 a .m . at the Wesley House. Everyone is welcome.

The Misso uri Miner is the official publicatio n of the
st ud ents of the Uni versit y of Missouri at Rolla. It is
published weekly at Rolla. Missouri. T he Missouri Miner
features activities of the student and fac ulty of UMR.
Editor·ln·Chief
Dave Stanfield
Business Manager Cindy Farina
AdvertiSing Director Laura Pagano.
Carol Suit
S heila Courtway. Heidi
Fluegel. Kirk Lawson
Ma naging Editor
Ka re n Pe nney .

T HE MISSOURI MINER

100% Homemade

Now featuring Bud , Busch
and Coors Beer.

Best pizza in town.

60540

Heraleen Spren>ler
Kevin Farrell,
Dave Do novan. ·Je nnifer
Barto n. Greg Rin ker.
Ellen Hendricks
Features Editor
Sherry Noona n
364 .756 1
Pat Van Ryckeghe m.
Heid i Fl uege l, Janet J an·
sen, Steve Pe nberth y,
Mi ke Stroder
Chris DeGonia, Ross
Warner Craig Hen·
dricks
Sports Editor
Larry Tipto n
Scott White, Mike
Simms, Mark Cook,
Gil Kauffman
Photo Editor
Tim Farrell
364-8345
Mark Voll mer, Nancy
Winkler. Tracy Gerhold.
Rick Bennett, Bruce West.
Distribution
J ohn Macke . Joe Deters
Subscriptions are available to the general readership at a
rate of $7 per semester. Articles and photos for
publication in the Miner must be in by 9:00 p.m . on
Monday before distribution on Thursday.

We now deliver
Friday, Saturday & Sunday Nights.

CHRlSTIAN CAMPUS HOUSE
CCH holds a general meeting every Monday at 7 p.m . at the Campus
House, 607 State St. The program usually Includes a speaker or film.
CCH also holds several small group Bible studies throughout the
week. For more Informa tion, call CCH at 364-9841.

$1.70
taxes included

You'll love our soft flour tortilla wrapped around beans.
Real cheddar cheese. Chopped onions. All with mild red
or spicy green sauce.
1201 Bishop

Sun.-Thurs. 10 a.m .-12 a .m.

Get psyched-3S Days till St. Paf~!
Taco Bell would like to wish everybody a
Happy Valentine's Day.
Enter your team as soon as possible for
S .U.B .' s Trivia Bowl. The Trivia Bowl will
be held February 14 at 6:30 in the
Meramec Room.
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Chief explains liquor laws
By JENNIFER BARTON

The recent crackdown by
the Rolla Police Department
and the Missouri Liquor
Council has prompted many
questions about the consumption of alcohol by
minors.
According to Rolla Police
.Chief Stan SpadOni, it is NOT
illegal in Missouri for a
person under the age of 21 to
be in an establishment in
which the sale and consumption of alcohol transpires. The owner of the
establishment sets the rules

which govern those who can
enter.
However, any individual
who, under false pretenses,
obtains or consumes any
alcoholic beverage is subject
to arrest if caught. Punishment for such an individual
is up to the courts.
Police Chief Spadoni explained, " The situation is
normally a misdemeanor
which goes to municipal
court. The court can charge
a fine up to $500. "
Any bartender who sells,
gives, or allows a minor to
consume
an
alcoholic

beverage is responsible
under the law. If more than
one bartender is on duty, the
one who served or allowed
the rriinor to consume
alcohol is responsible.
The proprietor of any
who
establishment
knowingly allows minors to
drink alcoholic beverages
can be arrested. However,
punishment depends upon
the situation.
Establishments are · also
controlled by the - state
Liquor Council. When a bar
is " busted" there are
charges from the state level

Theta Tau projects
By JOHN MACKE

-

leans.
Udred

Theta Tau Omega is a
professional
engineering
fraternity founded in 1904.
'Theta Tau is made up of 50
student
representatiVes
from
various
campus
organizatiOns who together
promote
fields
of
engineering and serve the
community of Rolla and
Pbelps County through
service projects. There are
seven main projects that
Theta Tau Omega pursues
annually to earn money
which will go to the needy
children and citizens of
Phelps County along with
serving the student body.
The following is a list of
some of these projects.
Theta Tau Ugly Man
Cbarity DrIve: The annual
Theta Tau Ugly Man Contest
undertaken by fraternities,
dormitories and various
campus
organizations
collect money by a multitude
of projects. They include car
washes, slave auctions, toll
roads, charity sports events;
raffles, food nights and
parties. Last year Theta Tau
Ugly Man donated $2,500 to ·
Rolla Cerebral Palsy and
$700 to ABLE. The winning
organization earned $1,754
for Theta Tau which for 198182 was Sigma Phi Epsilon.
Casino Night: The week of
St. Pat's, Theta Tau holds its

as well as local charges.
Police Chief Spadoni said
that the proprietors of these

Sally's
707
Hwy 635

364·1777

'

By KEVIN FARRELL

In March of 1982 computer
terminals were installed in
T.J . and in the Quad. The
terminals were removed at
the end of the 1982 fall
semester.
These terminals were
installed as a service to the
dorm residents. The use of
these
terminals
was
restricted to dormitory
residents. To use the terminal, a dorm resident had
to show a valid LD. and
check out a key for the
terminal room. The key was
signed for and when it was
returned the time that the
key was used was recorded.
The students were charged
$1 per hour to use the terminals. They were billed by
the housing office for this
service each month.
Initially, the terminals
were installed as an experiment. There was no
other way to estimate the
demand for terminals in the
dormitories, according to
David Crain of Auxiliary
Services. For this eqUipment
to stay in the dorms it at
least needed to pay for itself.
The costs were mainly
equipment rental from the
computer center and the
phone lines to tie the terminals to the computer.
At the end of the fall
semester in 1982 the chan-

Women stan out on the same footing as men in Air Force
ROTC. Women wear the same insignia and hold the same
cade t positions in AFROTC. just as they do la ter on as Air
Force officers.
And the same rXFROTC schola rship can be yours as a
woman . If you quali fy. you can have your tuition. book costs
and lab fees paid by the Air Force. and receive $100 a month
for other ~xpenses . It helps free you to cuncen trate on your
education . And that's important.
.
As an Air Forcl:? officer. you'll be expected to use your train ·
ing and l-'ducation. and be a leader managing people and
complex systems . You'lI be handed executive responsibility
starting with you r first Job.
.
.
It"s a great way 10 be equal. and a great way to serve your
country. Check into the AFROTC program at your campus.
Be sure ask abou. AFROTC scholarships - you may be
helping yourself earn an exciting new lifestyle.

'0

ya
Open e venings until 9 :00 p .m . fo r t y ping and copying.

10"10 Student Disr.ount on Copies with I.D.

HOTC
Gateway

10

minors. After all, they're
just safeguarding themselves."

Terminals r em0 ved

annual Casino Night with the ordered, the Theta Tau Ugly
proceeds going. to the Ugly Man was able to contribute
Man Fund. For a small fee $654 to the · ABLE comone can buy thousands of mission in the spring of 1982.
dollars in play money to be Each semester Pizza Night
bet on the Las Vegas booking becomes a larger success.
tables and card games. With With last fall's Pizza Night
omi's winnings, the play proceeds of $790 combined
money can be exchanged for with this spring's Pizza
real prizes donated from Night proceeds the Theta
many Rolla businessmen. Tau Ugly Man will once
Casino Night provides a again be able to help out
night of great fun for another worthy charity.
everyone with proceeds
Homecoming'
MUJn&:
going to the Rolla Nutrition During Homecoming week,
Center.
Theta Tau takes orders for
Hoedown: Another night of mums for the dates of many
entertainment with the UMR students. They are
sounds of country and then delivered to the
western and rock 'n' roll is fraternities and dormitories
Theta Tau's Hoedown. A the
morning
of
the
nominal fee is charged for a Homecoming football game.
couple's total night of This serVice helps show the
dancing and refreshments.
spirit of Homecoming to
All proceeds go to Theta others and add to the atTau's Ugly Man Drive.
mosph~re of Homecoming.
PIzza Night: Pizza Night is
These mums are also
held each semester and is . available for Parents' Day
the perfect combination for for that special someone.
people in the Rolla area to
enjoy great food and support
charity. Thanks to Pizza Inn,
which donates $1 for every
WOMEN. YOU'RE EQUAL
medium pizza ordered and
$2 for every large pizza
IN THE AIR FORCE.

Flowers & G.fts

establishments should "take
reasonable steps so as not to
sell alcoholic beverages to

a great way of life.

cellor
authorized
the
removal of the terminals
from the dormitories. An
assessment of the hours
logged on the terminals vs.
the equipment ' rental costs
showed that the demand was
not enough. For the fall
semester, the total income
was $225 and the total costs
were $6,594.75.
Auxiliary Services offered
the residents of both dorms a
choice. They could leave the
terminals installed and
increase the housing fee to
cover equipment costs. The

other option was to remove
the terminals. The students
chose not to increase their
housing bill and the terminals were removed.
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We make
L
our own tamales, .,
I using corn husks,
I
I just like they do in
I
1
MeXlCO.
'
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Made Daily
In Our
Store

Tuesday, Feb. 15
6 p.m.-1 0 p.m.

All Cones 1/2 Price
Hours: Mon.-Sat. 10-10; Sunday 2-10
1005 N. Pine, Rolla
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Tell us (the students) the truth

Either due to external
pressures placed on the
University
of
Missouri
power structure by the
state's leadership (i.e., Kit
Bond and Company) or
through
some
thought
process all their own, it
appears that UMR has
reached
the
ridiculous
conclusion that engineers
have no need to understand
the basiC interpersonal
skills.
I can accept the fact that
the structure ranks as
amateur
politicians
in
comparison with the state.
However, they do operate on
a political basis and have
achieved at least several
years of training in the
sphere, and, certainly, we of
the student body deserve a
considerably
more
aggressive fight to at least
maintain our currently
understaffed faculty. This
apparently has not been the
case as evidenced by the
unrecent
maneuvers
derfaken by the system.
It should be understood by
any university structure that
the student voice is an integral part of the system. As
such, student consideration
ought be solicited by the
administration.
.
obvl'ous
There IS an
inability to focus on any
issue as long as the power
structure
refuses
to
acknowledge our presence
before the fact and our need

aware of the situation only
through the Rolla Daily
News. This,
in
itself
is amazmg as it is our
lives and futures that are
being discussed. Who could
be closer to the situation?
Though the hercule~ task
of doing so is recognized, I
(along with many other
concerned students) are
calling on our " men of
power" for justification:
1) Though ABET sets the
rrurumum
requirements
necessary for engineering
students in Missouri, UMR
findS itself to be above such
stipulations by striving to .
meet, at best, only the
minimum requirements for
humanities
and
social
sciences. A few areas fall
several hours short of this
requirement.
.
2) Of the few basic skills
courses
within
this
university, English composition
(thankfully
required ) is dealt a stiff
cutback. With practically
every student on campus
needing to eventually take
this course, it is apparent
that either the quality of
instruction of this skill is to
suffer or that enrollment is
to be curtailed at a
significantly lower number.
A) In that UMR is proud of
boasting continual record
enrollment, it is evident that
once again the quality is the
elected suffered.

interpersonal
skills
by
profession which sprumed 20
plus years. After compilation, the truth was borne.
Engineers have total
domination over the lower
end of the spectrum of skills
assessment with the exception of quantitative skills.
The areas of industry concern, however, are administrative, interpersonal,
verbal ability, advancement
motivation,
middle
management
potential,
organization and planning,
decision making, creativity,
leadership, oral and written
communication,
forcefulness and competifive

discussion (virtually every
area in both work and life) .
3 ) The humanities and
social sciences departments,
those dealing in courses that
are intended to promote
thinking and interpersonal
skills, have been affected
drastically. The philosophy
department is being reduced
by 50 percent in faculty and
approximately 60 percent in
the number of sections to be
available. A glance at the
" Revised
Schedule
of
1983"
Classes
Winter
(published after only the
preregistration had been
completed)
showed
75
percent of the philosophy

sections, of less than 300 Services) money during this
level status, closed. The time?
It has
same holds true for 65 been hard to get information
percent of the English due to the confusion tactics·
sections, 47 percent math, that are ·in use, but, for our
and on and on throughout the own security in school and
various arts and sciences our hopes for employment I
departments. Hardly can the urge that all students get and
same be said in the other show concern NOW. One
departments. Why are the method is to demand an open
cutbacks so severe here?
forum; another is the
4) Purportedly, Auxiliary
demand of open money·
Services has been required books. Whatever is done, it is
for the past several years to obvious that we must
pay their own way, with any DEMAND!
functions not able to do so
Dave Palmer
severed. Isn't it correct that
For
info,
support,
or to
Cedar Street Center has
been
subsidized
by assist, call 364-1465, 364-3990,
university (not Auxiliary or 364-4154.

Navy.
Still plenty of room at the to •
~ .:,~.~ :~~:; j

j:

;.~

B) To allow an erosion in a
skills area is definitely a
to know after the fact. This conflict
of
' interest.
inability is further enhanced.
.
by the administration's ' Budgetmg.cuts are one thing
nfus' ta r
. te ded to but can this campus handle
co
Ion . c ICS m n
further losses in conkeep us m ~e dark, com- tributions from alumni and
~ortably outside the realm of industries? Industries have
influence. Dr. Marchello, m alre d
'ced th .
his statement to the press,
a y VOl,
ell" concern
said "There comes a time over UMR s output of
whe~ you have to delegate to engineers with virtually no
the people who are closest to potential f9r ?dvancement
the situation." Obviously the du~ to a lack of mterpersonal
..
students and faculty are not skills.
included in the proximity
To demonstrate this claIm
statement as we were
AT&T assembled a study of

~ForYour~

Ac
Corpe

.

Now

"

/

YALENTINE

'-20-%--0-"Any Heart-Shaped Box
or
Redwood Pith Rose

U in IO;~~~~::a~~~I~ase ~
Accent East

---------______________ J

1043 Kingshighway
Rolla
.
364-2414
9:30-5:30 Mon .-Sat .

I' -' ~L".A

.•''" . ,. ~
: : ~~

8J

n the Navy, the dream to overcome the
challenge of the sky comes roaring home at
Mach two-plus. As a Naval pilot or flight officer,
you ' re in the driver's seat to big adventure,
challenge and pure excitement. Naval aviation is
- your opportunity to add wings to your college
degree.
If you have the qualities of leadership and the
capacity for responsibilit y, why not put flight in
your future ? For more information,

I

CALL COLLECT: (314) 263·5000
NAVY OFFICERS GET RESPONSIBILITY FAST.

1

J

10 1

-

~ 'hursday, Feb. 10, 1983

MISSOURI MINER

Interviews

Qrnpus interviewing for week of February 28 - M1rch .II, 1983
ELECTRIC (X)tof'ANY , EJ..ECl'RONICS \\ SPACE DIVISION, st. louis,
mr interview
HAY • .JJLY grads w1th BS/I'5/PhD in Electrical ESlgineerlng for
engineer . U.S. CITlzrnsHIP REOOlRED BY rotiPANY
~RSClt

~

'ntry~level

.ocat.ion : St. louis
Lnter'vicwers: unknown at this time
[ntl!1"vlew date : February 28, 1983

Priority signup: February II, 1983
Regular signup: February 14, 1983

interview HAY. ::IlLY 1983 grads .... ith BS/~chanical Errgi,-.eerlng, Elect r ical

~ineering

for Sales Engineer.

U.S. CITIZENSHIP REQJIRED BY a::»oPANY.

...ocation:

IrxHanapolh, IN
Randy George
IntervIew date: :!~chua~ f:a3
Int.erviewer:

Priority signup: February 11, 1983
Rte:gular signup: February 14, 1983

~~:or~~ed~ta!~~~i:':ifn ~~!ene:~!~ ~~ ~~!1 f~~s~x~~~6n:n~~s S:~l:y~~~st
1n preparing the engineer ror future field assigflllents. U.S. CITIZENSHIP RroJII\ED
BY (X)tf'ANY.
Location: Naperville , IL
Priority signup : february 11. 1983
Int.erviewer: unknown at this time
Regular signup: february 14, 1983
Int.erv ie'W date: february 28 , 1983

to
',364-3900,

lIt, or

.,

t

~t.oils will be posted with signups.
Location: St. LoUis, 1'0
Interviewer: Herbert Allen
Interview date : M:irch I, 1983

U.S . CITIZENSHIP

1104 North Rollo Street

ro, "'si gn, Ap,l.ISales, "muractu,ing , Production ro,

I"""tio",
Interviewer:,adous
unknown at t.his time
Intervicw date:

Mlrch 3 , 1983

ais

Civil

eo,,,,,,.,,,

Fngine~ring

Headqua,tecs .

Pl'iori t.y signup: february 16 , 1983
Regular signup : Fcbr'uary 17, 1983

e:~~~~~:.o~~~n~~~, t~~!~r t~~~r~~~: . e~~r~h!e;~i1:~~i~~1;i;~~rs .

RfX;(J~RED .

\
\

i.
\

!
\

Naval Air Systems CO'rrnan:!, Naval Electronic Systems Q:mnard, Naval Sea Systens
Ccmnard. U.S. CITIZENSHIP ONLY..
Interviewer: unlmown at this time
Priority signup: february 16 , 1983
Interview date: March 3, 1983
Regular signup: february 11. 1983
LEVER BROTIiERS . St. louis! I'D
Will interview HAY. grads with BS/KS/Olanica1, t-'echanica1, Electrical EIlgineering
for Direct Production Cperation: Supervise 10-2'5 bargaining unit employees on
a liquid or r.......:ler ~p detergent line. Rotating shift.s. U.S. CITIZENSHIP
OR PERMANENT "lSA REQJIRED BY ~ANY..
Location: ,st . ,..ouis Mfg . facility
IntervieWer: !"a.ry M::lrini
Priori ty signup: February 17, 1983
Interview date: t1:irch 4, )983
Regular signup: February 18, 1983
CIVD..IAN PERSONNEl... OFfICE, Ft. Leaverworth. KS
Will interview MAY 1983 GRADS with BS/KS/PhD in Appll:::d I-ttth, Canputer Science ,
Physics to perrorm statistical am analytical research on new weapons systans
an:! COIl'lland organization . BS CANDIDATES !-US! POSSESS 2 . 9 GPA)
U.S . CITIZENSHIP ROOUIRED.
Location : Ft . Leavenwor th, KS
Interviewer: William J. M:!Ncroee
Priority signup: febM.Jary 17,1983
Interview date: Mirch 4, 1983
Regular signup: february 18, 1983.
aJLGATE

PAUfJLIVE

COH'ANY,

SPI, AH Games • D&D Supplies

ROLLA CRAFT & HOBBY
1009 Pine Rolla, MO 364-5581

I

I FauIkner 5 Belli
everage
II

Interviewer: unknown at this time
Intervie." date: Mlrch~, 1983

H

,

I

111M.
& Inl• Mart

I
L

-Ice -Gas -Snacks

DOMESTIC & IMPORTED WIN ES

364 6762
-

1808 N S' h
.,

'E1"

f

(

S

' )

;E1~ 1 Op a~l!Ir~ss rO~E1' easo~l!Hs

r-----ICOUPON------,
ROLLA HAIRSTYLING
I
I
I
I
I
I

.

I
I
$26
(inct~es
I
All Haircuts
I
$5
I
I
For appt. call
I
Wanda, 364-1231.
COUPON _____ _.I

Permanents
haircut)

(Offer expires
Februory28 , 1983)

105 Hwy . 63 South (Next to La Posada)

_

E'J.ectrical

~~~~~FoR s~~~~~C~~~~~~~I~E:~ p~R ~~A~i~~~i~:I~~R~~H;
Priority ldignup : february 11, 1983
Regular signup : February 18, 1983

TRUMAN NATIONAL LIFE INSURANCE, Waynesville r 1'0
Will interview ANY. GRAOJATE OR UNDERGRAOOTE for part-time work leading to full
time position. CXr-the-job-training ror sales and management or life insurance .
U.S. CITIZENSHIP REQUIRED .
U.S. CITIZENSHIP REQUIRED .
Interviewer: Wayne !brine
Priority signup : february 11, 1983
Interview date : February 28, 1983
Regular signup : February 14 , 1983
The {ollOWing two canpanies will interview - no infonnation available.
PANHANILE EASTERN PIPELHlE will interview on t-Brch 1, 1983. Priority si8nup: February 14; GENERAL ELECTRIC will interview on Mlrch 2, 3, 1983.
Priority signups: february 15 .
1liE fOLLOWING COMPANIES HAVE CANCELLED WEIR SCHI::IlJLES :
Anaconda Ericson (Mlrch 11), 3 M (M3.rch 4)

Iresser Atlas (feb. 28) ;

Forum Plaza Shopping Center

364-3214

Johnny's .Smoke Stak
Hwy. 72 & Rolla St.-Rolla, MO-364-4838

Get Away From the Every Day
With Our Great

MOLSON
GOLDEN

All You Can Eat
SUNDAY BUFFET

RANSDALL DISTRIBUTING
341·3838

Includes Salad Bar, Ribs, Chicken, Ham, Burnt End s,
Corn on the Cob, Bread and That Ain't All!!

in

jI

.sam••

Priority signup: february 17, 1983
Regular signup: .February 18, 1983

~i ~te~v~~L~~~ JU~~J! ~~~n~I!LV:With BS/~chanical,
VISA RE$IRED BY COt-f'ANY .
Location: West Texas Area
Interviewer: unknown at this time
Interview date: March 4, 1983

II
m
m

m

Rolla's Coldest Beer

Kansas City, ><l

Will interview OECEf'tiER, HAY grads with BS/Olanical, Electrical, ~chanica l
~~~~~ngKCEhgineering ~chanics.
u.s. CITIZENSHIP REQUIRED BY c::c»f'ANY.

ACANADIAN COLDFRONT
HAS JUST MOVED IN

ieer,

D1&r.

NAVAL CIVILIAN PERSONNEl.. ~NDr Arlington, VA
Will inte,,'ew D.oEHlER, MAY, .lJLY grads with BS/";/Acrospace , "'",,'cal , Ci,n,

'-.------_._----------------_._-_._-----,

~~\

Feb,"",y 16, 198)

Priority signup: february 16, 1983
Regular signup: february 11, 1953

~~~i-~t~r~~:·MA~1rL~fgr~~':rW~~h as/l"5/~chanical. ~tining,

Priority signup: february 14, 1983
Regular signup: february 15, 1983

Johnson Realty

february 15, 1983

"'gul,cs'gnu,

ONL Y. TEN INTERVIEW OPENINGS -(6)AMi(4)PH PI::R (;(),'PANY Ht::OUt::sT .
U.S . CITIZENSHIP OR PERMANENT VISA ROOUIRED BY. COMPANY. .

..-.-._------_..-._-----------,
! . SINGLE OCCUPANCY
\
! Acro~!~~f~!!!a~~~~~g
!
!I

will collect reSUDes t'raA str..r:lents - all majors, all levels .

~

Enc!;ineering ror Design Enc!;ineer.
Priority s l gnup:

Interviewer : Martin Lindemann
Interview date: Mlrch 3, 1983

fhgineer in Engineering Dept./Security Oiv. U.S. CITIZENSHIP RElJUlRED BY. C<»U'ANY.
Location: !Bllas, TX
Interviewer: [On Vao:::lerford
Priority signup: february 1~, 1983
Regular signup: February 15, 1983
Interview date : t1:irch 1,1983
lI. INIlISTRlES. Houston . TX
\lin interview HAY., ..lJLY. 1983 grads with BS/Electrical , Geological , I"echanical,
PetroleUII Ehgineering ror various positions within NL's Petro1eun Services Divis ions including assignnents in field operations, deSign, am the marketing or t.echmeal prcduc ts. U.S. CITlZEI6HIP OR PERMAtffiNT VISA R£l)JIRED.
Location: various locations throughout the U.S .
Priority signup: February 1~, 1983
Interviewers: unknown at t.his time
Interview date: t1:irch 1, 2, 1983
Regular signup: February 15, 1983

I
I

Priority signup: february IS , 1983
Regula r signup: february 16, 1983

~!!l~t~~;l:;lr~;y ~t:~t~~~:u~~~~~~~e~~thu~~~ii~~~~~\~~~E~.cal

DRESSER SEOJRlTY.. 1B.1las. TX

i

Location: St. Louis
Interviewer s: R. Seiler, T. Hiofsky, f. Pugh
Interview dates: I-Brch 2 , 3, 1983

11iERE WILL BE AN INFORMATION MEETING ON HARD{ 2 ,1983.6:30-9:30 PM, Center.nial
~t'::~t.:· ~ir: '~ t:l,llCAbe lim1 ted to 30".4 of schedule - 2 signups AM; 2 sigllups r~1)

Engineering ror Corp .

lot.
Carpeted , telephone jocks, & coble available.
Utilities furnished.
Now Taking Contracts for Summer and next
Fall Semesters.
Inquire at :

U.S. AIR fORCE

_ to be
called if schedule doesn't fill with /'tty 1983 grads) with BS//i!otallurgical fhg'incering for Operatlons/Prcxluction i IiS/Electrical Ehgineerirrg for OperatiOn'll
MlintenaflCf! in MANAGf1£NT ASSOCIATE PROGRAH: 3 phased _ (1) Fonnal corporate
orientation, one/two week; (2) Division/Department orientation , rour-week rotat10':lal assigrments ror ramiliarization an:;! observation purposes i (3) ~ the ...bb
Tralning: (a) Six months in t he area ror which he/she was hired; (b) three , fourl
~~~ . ~~~i~~~i~~I~:ect or on-the_job training assigrroents.
--

~:;~:-~~:e~,~:~\:98J

Will interview MAY, JULY grads with BS/M:!chanical Engineering for Rock Bit [Csign

I

HY.DRO-AIR ENGINI::ERING r INC. will collect rCSUDes rran st.oocnts in Civil Engi neerlr18.

Location ; Creve Coeur, I'D
Interviewer: Stephen Gabler

1«)tmllllP CORPORATION, los Angeles, CA
'ttlll lntervk'W MAY. grads with RS/MS/Aerospace, Electrical, li!chanical Engineering for Fhginecr-Rcsearch , design, develop:nent, an:! manufdcturing or high
perronllance military aircrart in AIRCRAfT DIVISI0N. U.S. CITlZf.NSHIP REQUIRED
AS IoOJmlROP IS A DEFI:liSE..CONTRACI'OR.
Location: I'bwthorne,. CA (L.A. area)
Will intervie'ol MAY, ..A.lLY grads with BS/KS/PhD Electrical , ~chanical Ehgineer lng, BS/MS/Physics, Ganputer Science for Ehgineer - precision guidance am navigat.ion syst€fllS, digital canputers, am information transnission, processing am
display ror fLEcrRONIC DIVISION . U.S . CITIZENSHIP REXXJIRED AS ooR1liROP IS
A W"'ENSE CONTRACTOR .
Location: Hawthorne, CA
Priority signup: February 11, 1983
Interviewer: unknown at this time
Regular signup: february 14, 1983
lnt.erview date: february 28 , 1983

~~~:e=,~~Ci9sT~r~~i:~BS/E1ectrical, ~t!chanical

~~:Nfn~~ewCO~y~J:y~i~SBS~trical, ~chanical

~~roi~::r~~N~~I~83I:;;dsS~it~~~&~1

ntE AUSTIN COI'flANY , Kansas City , /'1)
ltITl interdew BS/M:!chanical Ehgineering ror HVAC desi gn ror cmmercial ard industrial t>ulldlngs; BS/Electrical Ei'18i'neering ror design electrical distributiOn
systsDs fx cantfter-cial an:! in:!ustrial bulldil'183. U.S. CITIZENSHIP f\ECtlIREO BY
OWANY.
HITERV1EWS WILL B~ 45 MINUTE'S IN LENGni.
LDcatior,: KC . 1'0
Interviewer: Lima J. Otristy
Priority s ignup : february 11, 1983
Interview date: February 28. 1983
Regular signup : february 14, 1983
Ll,S. ,UR mRCE, Rolla. 1'0
.
ihil1nLCrview MAY, JULY, DECt-EBER 1983 grads wit.h BS/KS/PhD in all degrees.
U"5. ClTIlJ.:NSHIP RECUrRED.
Loc'l.t.ion : worldwide
Priority signup: february II , 1983
Interv iewer : SSGT Jerry f'D.yer
Regular signup: February 1~. 1983
Interview date: February 28 , 1983.

I.

Summer
lilE F'OLI.0WING COI'i'ANIES WILL a:x..LECT RESUt£S OM..Y.. Please turn thai! in on 1\i1":-Jay
or Wcdncalay . february 15, 16, 1983, at the Clreer ~ve10p1lent Office , 2rd Floor ,
ILehler ILUding, 9th & fkllla Streets. 1liERE WILL fiE NO SIGMJPS ON ru~:SDAY.
FEBRUARY. 1 5 , AT 1liE UNIVERSITY CENTER WEST. (00 SL~R I NTERVn:WS FOR THE Wt.:f:K
Of Fl.'B9UARY 28 -f-IAROi 4, 1983)

e::~Ii!t;;J:e!~'lZg3·~~=Af~!be~iijB2~~;~ ~ 'o~back~p Ibt

MOR1t1ERN rll..lNOIS GAS a:lI"PANY , Aurora, IL
.
Wil interview HAY, .AlLY 1983 grads with BS/Geological. Petroleun, CiVil, li!chanical ~ineering. Engireerlng t-bnagement for project experience 1n pipeline, urder -

ve PaIlller

~neerlng.

tbc1ear
Electrical Ehgineer: Distribution Ehgineer. with the (ollowing duties:
distribution design of 13.8 KV lines,S year planning studi~, upgrading of
distribution system , and. p,lbllc contact an:1 prob1El'11 ~lvlng; Pilcleat' Ehgineer:
d uties inc1we - incore analysis, rue1 management, fuel contract administration.
U.S. CITIZENSHIP OR PERMANENT VISA REQJlRED BY COMPA NY .
Location: Pine Bluff, AR
Interviewer: Lima H. Ibrnes
Priority signup; february 15, 1983
I ntervi31 date: tilrch 2. 1983
Regular signup: February 16, 1983
fug!nee r ing ror In1arn
Stu1 Coal. U.S. CITIZENSHIP OR PERMANEKr VISA REWIRED BY. c:ot-f'ANY.
Location: Southern ilUnoi,s
INT'ERVIEVS WILL BE 20 MINUTES IN l£NGTIt.
Interviewer: .bhn OluUen
Priority signup: february IS, 1983
Interview date: I'tirch 2, 1983
Regular !!Iignup: february 16 , 1983

URATA a:>RPORATlOH OF At£RlCA, In:Iianapol1s. IN

WIi

Page 5

ar~~~= ~~I~g{g:::y&iit~i~ WtAs~ectrica1 ,

$5.95

Buffet runs from 11 a.m.-8 p.m.

....
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Dayd t.~~m,~,!!tl~ ..V~!!~~rtliw~@~"~Q~"~d~~ :;
By CRAIG A.
HENDRICKS
Once while riding a train
en route to his evening
performance, a famous
pianist was caught closing
his eyes by his friend seated
next to him. Questioning, the
friend asked if he was short
on sleep. No, replied the
pianist, I am practicing.
The ability to daydream,
or use the imaginative
faculty to visualize for
specific goals is an asset few
of us utilize. We have all

store of potential in the
mind. Some say that by
thinkirig a thought, we set in
motion a force, which, the
longer and more intensely
we focus our attention on it,
the quicker this energy fills
the mold and manifests it in
our lives. It is claimed to
work with scientific certainty though its full
ramifications
are
little
understood.
Many athletes use this
when "psyching up." They
visualize the way they want

the details in their mind. If
they can truly believe it,
then the actual event is
merely acting it out.
Nickola Tesla, who was
perhaps the greatest inventor of all times, used
visualization in every invention he created. His
" inner blackboard" was so
developed, when he invented
the means for A.C. electric
power generation, he did it
all in his head. In his
biography it states that he
could turn an invention on.

to see where it was worn, all
in his head!
This is of course an extreme example of what can
be
accomplished
in
visualizing or daydreaming,
but it gives us some idea of
the potential within us. This
talent can be developed and
used by anyone.
By developing this ability,
it develops concentration
and focus which can have a
direct
relationship
to
something very practical
and down to earth, GPA.

focus , you are not distracted
on tests or while working
homework.
One technique to develop
concentration
can
be
practiced while lying in bed
at night. Try to visualize the
events of the day in reverse
order. Put your attention on
the last thing you did, i.e.,
like taking your robe off
before getting in bed, and
move it backward in time to
the first event of the day.
This practice is not easy, but
it will help in developing

Another way to IL'ie eqw U
daydreaming
8Dd sIBJ~
visualization is to picture MY I
what you want to do or be In JII~~
life and set a goal. J>rac. att hait
tically all famous or sue. pI~:
cessful people in the world JllIIorli
have done this. By hoId1n@ Kap,36Ithis picture in their mind It
pulls them through I"OU&Il UMR ~
times and brings their PJlW'l
dreams true.
wAN'J'
So next time you are boreci ,oohelp
put your thoughts lIIIt: Th
daydreams to work for)'Ol
- they can be invaluable.

e

GAD organizes projects
By ROSS WARNER

have helped out many poor
people in Rolla and have
In the spring of 1966, a st. helped put struggling dayLouis inner-city hOUSing care centers back on their
project was in desperate feet.
Rebuilding
these
need of help. Workers would centers, repairing houses
not consider the job because and the like are all part of
of the poor working con- what GAD stands for .
ditions and lack of funds, but
25 UMR students accepted
GAD is made up of one
the
challenge.
These member
from
each
students helped complete the fraternity and sorority and
project and decided to start one member from the
a service organization at Wesley Organization. GAD
UMR, calling it Gamma usually does not perform the
AJphaDelta (GAD).
actual service projects. Its
Today, the organization purpose is to organize and
provides
assistance
in distribute projects to all
Springfield, Jefferson City groups involved. According
and st. Louis, as well as the to
the
organization's
Rolla area. Through GAD, president, Mart Berutti,
fraternities and sororities "GAD is a kind of medium

Groundwaves

Hi there you unsuspecting
silly hears - we're on our
first sound transportation
tJip and you are invited.
KMNR wants your ears this
week. The rest of the
semester too - and the rest
of you (?) Ne, just kidding.
But seriously folks, this is
really exciting. First of all
we want to familiarize
KMNR
listeners
and
prospective listeners to
everything we have to offer
and more.
There is lots of excitement
vol planing toward Rolla

"
e
J

~~)

.

Tonight, tune into the New
Wave Show - pop in your
safety pins, fluff up the
purple mohawk and bebop
along with Kaptain Krotch
between6and9p.m.
On Monday nights from &-9
p.m. is the artist feature
(this is a really boring
sentence but my co-demento

Just a reminder, pick up
your personal KMNR spring
program schedule and hang
it on your wall - it's a great
conversation piece - it'll
liven up any party. If you
think there's nothing for you
at 89.7 FM you're wrong.
Rock 'n' roll (of course),
blues,
jazz,
classical,
bluegrass (yuk! - we're

Mond~:-~~urday
9:00 to 6:00

Do You Need To
LOSE WEIGHT'?

Cambridge Diet
Available-All Flavors

U"""'''Y
•

____-r____~RO~II~.S~I.------------~

602 Elm

364-6416 Q;

quite a bit during each
semester.
Most fraternities and
sororities are represented in
GAD. To get a member in
the organization, a house
must fill out a petition. The
house is approved by the
executive council and must
then be accepted by twothirds of the members.
Represented houses must
provide a service project
each semester to retain their
membership. Berutti encouraged groups without
representation to come to
the meetings and join GAD.
A meeting will be held
tonight at the Wesley House,
and then on alternating
Thursdays.
Brut.Wr.

didn't like what I really
wanted to say - and if you
like listening to personalities
clash try Saturday mornings).

RUIlSHEli(f
E
13

~))ll0 /11((

Berutti said, .. I feel that
GAD does as much or more
than any other service
organization on campus."
He also felt that even though
GAD is not well-known, the
group gets many people
involved and accomplishes

lrom the KMNR craft. There
goes the Fourth Tower of
Inverness, a mystery and
fantasy serial parallel to
some bizarre galaxy, headed
for Wednesday nights at 9.

THE

. _

between the community and
the (fraternity and sorority)
houses. The whole purpose is
not to have GAD do projects,
but to get each house to do a
project." However, GAD
members will occasionally
take on their own project.
Recently, the group got
together and worked to
restore a lOO-year-old mill at
the Mill Creek Community
Center.

Pm~St.

Vi

opinionated), reggae and
just about everything else
is
pulsating
nameable
through the airwaves ready
to tickle your musical senses.
000000, she's kinky, but
right. Try us (KMNR), you'll
like us. This journey has
been a little harrowing so
we're going to cruise into
some basically mellow time zones or something. Ecoutez
mesamis.
Au revoir
Demented Duo

Daydreaming can be helpful. Be sure to take time 01
for it when you're doing your homework or sittln
through a boring lecture.

Chub & Jots Restaurant
-SST Banquet Hall
Serving from 5:30 a.m . to 15 min. till 8 :00
Open 6 Days. Closed Sunday
PLATE LUNCHES-NOON & EVE .
-STEAKS -SEAFOODS
-CHOPS -SHORT ORDERS
"Homemade Pies"

Family Restaurant
Corry Out Orders
Kenneth & Ruby Thorpe

--'~'T_.'--'-~t-E_lm. .; s"-'

-1 '"

____________

704 Pine Rollo . MO
Call 364-6247

G&D STEAK HOUSE
7 Oz. Top Sirloin Special ...... $3.58
8 Oz. Chuck ........ $2.79 Chicken Fried Steak. $2.30
6 Oz. Ribeye. . . .
.3.07 Catfish Squares ...... 3.03
7 Oz . Ham Steak ..... 3.02 Chicken...
. .. 3.35
8 Oz. Filet. . . . . . .
.3.65 Shrimp..
. . 3.95
.5.00 Spaghetti... . ....
.2.60
10 Oz . Top Sirloin.
12 Oz. K.C. Strip. . .5.96 Ravioli ... ... ........ 2.60
12 Oz . T-Bone. . . . . .6.92 Hamburger & Fries ... 1.92
Incl~des Potato or French
Fish & French Fries ... 1 .9~
Frtes and Texas Toast
r
FREE ICE CREAM WITH EVERY MEAl.
Ham Sandwich & Fries 1.9~

----~--~+---------------~ ~

TH IS IS IT! ...........
__

1

G&D STEAK HOUSE

Open 7 days a week
11 a .m .-9. p.m .
Forum Plaza Shopping Center

2.
4·
4·
Ir

FI

R.
A
PI

RI
D

Pat,
Happy 22nd! Our place - 6 p.m. Come alone.
- L.S.D.-Apt. Q
TYPING SERVICE: Please see Charlotte at lOB Engineering
Mechanics Building or call 341-4581 before 4: 30.

TC scores board reps' reject and finds ticket to KD dance.
,»;,

::>;'

SUB's "On the Loose" Is looking to replenishl add to its outdoor
equipment. Drop new ideas and requests at Student Activities, upstairs University Center-West, by Thursday, Feb. 17.

WANTED: Weight training partners, for an out of shape ex-jock.
Need a group doing sets of about 100 pounds military, 140 pounds
bench; 364-8818, John "Sr." No extreme masochists need call.

My roommate resigned from schOOl and has left me with a house to
myself. It is furnished and includes a washer and wood stove. If you
are looking for a nice place with low utilities call 364-6686. $8O/month
plus half utilities.

Key found in front of Quad on Feb. 7. Go to Campus Lost and Found
to claim.
Congratulations to Beth Metzler, Kathy Von Rump, Melinda Smith
and Becky Moritz on becoming members of Blue Key.
UMR Panhellenic
Hey Big Guy,
Happy Valentine's Day.
- L.B.
QUESTION : When is one of the sororities going to have a " little
brother rush?"
.
Two Prospective PartiCipants

LOST: One blue down glove on Friday, Feb. 4, probably in Norwood
Hall or library or between the two. If found, please call Dave D. at Phi
Kap, 364-9769.
UMR PHOTO CLUB MEMBERS! The Feb. 4 meeting is very important. We are going to decide how to spend your money.
. WANTED: Ride to Tulsa, Okla., weekend of Feb. 18-20. Will pay gas
and help drive if wanted. Call Susanne at 364-3951.

C.D.J. watch out, someone's watChing you! !

ICE HOCKEY PLAYERS NEEDED: You furnish skates and
equipment; anytime, weather permitting. Call Jim in Room 602 at
364-9980 after I : 30.
John,
To a sweetheart who can't ever be replaced.
Happy Valentine's Day to both of us !
Love,Muffin
Ride desperately needed to SMSU Springfield, Mo. , on Friday, Feb.
11 ; will share gas, call Matt 341-2991.
Tina,
Sticks and stones may break our bones but whips and chains excite
us!
TULS
Denise C.,
Love your smile.
Tennis Buff
LITTLE SISTER RUSH PARTY
The men of Theta Xi invite all interested women to a litlle sister
rush party at our annual Valentine's tea party. It will be this Saturday
from 8 p.m.-? and a good time is guaranteed for all.
A great deal of interesting and thirst quenching refreshments will
be served for your satisfaction, so come and party with the Thetas at
1605 PineSt.

The further adventures of

Captain Deadbeat
By MIKE STRODER
Last week we left Captain
Deadbeat and Blotto in Zak's
parking lot. We return to find
that, through several hours
of intense concentration and
the process of elimination,
they have found their car.
"Look, Captain, there's a
note on your windshield."
"What's it say, Blotto?"
"It says 'Meet me at the
abandoned warehouse 5
miles out of town and
prepare to meet your
maker! Signed, L.I.' "
Deadbeat's brow furrowed
in a feeble attempt to concentrate. "L.I. ... hmmmm

... who could ... "
"The Liquor Inspector,
Captain! Remember?"
"I knew that. Let's go. "
A half hour later, they
pulled up to the warehouse.
"Are you sure this is the
spot, Captain?"
"Of course. Didn't you see
the sign back there that said
'Abandoned Warehouse 5
Miles From Town'? "
They trudged inside to spot
their enemy surrounded by
hundreds of cases of cold
beer. True to form, Deadbeat's jaw fell open and he
began to salivate. "What's
your game, Inspector?"
Blotto inquired.

" QUite simple," the Inspector chuckled. "All the
Captain has to do is defeat
my champion at what he
excels at - a drinking
contest - and I'll leave
toWn, never to return. "
The Captain, filled with a
surge of confidence, roared,
"Well, bring on your
champion !"
" I don't like this," Blotto
muttered under his breath . .
Suddenly a creature began
to emerge from the shadows.
It began to take on its true
form
a 12-foot-tall
metallic creature. It had a
large funnel serving as a

mouth. It cradled a Busch
Tall Boy in each of its eight
arms. Worst of all , it wore a
soiled green jacket. Blotto
fell to his knees and prayed
for God to look after fools
and drunks just one more
time. Meanwhile, Deadbeat
took refuge behind a pole,
whimpering softly.
" Good luck, Deadbeat,"
the
Inspector
chortled.

"You'll need it ! Haah .. . hah
.. . hah ... haaaaa! "
Two hours into the battle,
it became apparent that
Deadbeat
was
fading
fast. " Do something, Blotto !

I can't hold out much
longer! " Deadbeat pleaded
to a wall moments before
falling over.
" Don't worry, Captain.
I've taken care of him.
Watch him drink this next
Tall Boy."
" Why, Blotto?" Deadbeat
mumbled into a hole in the
floor .
" Because I've taken out
the beer and filled it with
milk."
" AAAARGH ... I'VE .. .
BEEN
POISONED! "
thundered
the
metallic
monster. He staggered and
began to fall backward.

Suddenly the Liquor Inspector, who had been
waiting patiently in the back
room for his monster to
finish off our hero, became
aware of a sudden absence of
light. He whirled just in time
to see the massive green
jacket that landed on his
head.
" Well , once again the bars
are safe for the underaged to
tread, " said Deadbeat as he
picked himself up from the
floor in 'l:7 nimble moves.
" Let's go, Blotto. I need a
drink!"
Next week: A Trip to the
Future.

SCHWEISS SCHWEI

tiJi s:oo

For t~e Thirteenth Straight Year

oy

EVE.
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Rollo,MO

,4-1>2 47

k. $2.3
3,0
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2.0 Liter EFI
46 EPA
EST H WY
4-cyl: engine
EST MPG
4-Speed manual
transmission
Front wheel drive
(Order yours today)
Radial tires
AM radio
Power front disc brakes
Reclining front bucket seats
Deluxe wheel covers

..... 2.

;~::\~

1.
ries 1.9.

5 ...

Schweiss Motor Co., Inc.
Olds-Buick-AMC-Jeep
500 Hwy. 63 S_ Rolla
Open 8 to 6 Sat. till 4 p_m.

Engineers:
Find out about
the Nuclear Navy.
If you think you have the
ability and desire to master
nuclear engineering, the
Navy's Nuclear Propulsion
Program has openings for
about 200 outstanding college graduates. There's a
Navy Recruiting Office ready
to give you all the details on
how you can become someone special in the new
Navy.

NAVY DEPT.
210 N_ Tucker Blvd_
SL Louis, MO 63101
(314) 263-5000

DAYTONA BEACH
SPRING BREAK 1983
Walt Disney WorldoSuntanoBeachesoParties

OUR TRIP INCLUDES:
·8 days, 7 nights in Daytona Beach
·Vacation dates of April I-April 10
·All transportation O'Connor Travel
Services
-All Accommodations Travel Lodgeon the beach
-Choice of efficiencies or regular rooms
-188 Seats available
-I Day Disney World option
-Free refreshm!?nts while traveling
-Free trip party in Daytona
-Swim and sun on "The World's Most
Famous Beach"
-Get the most for your vacation dollar

ONLY $189.00
CONTACT 341-2746
Serv ices· Bro ker's license

Me 154373
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Aquarius - Jan. 21-Feb.
The
term
" water
2ll:
bearer"
takes
on
a
prominent significance this
week. Because of you, we
will have wet and nasty
weather in the coming days.
Your sign seems to draw
moisture from the alr thus,
your social life will suffer.
Don't feel bad. You have a
very
good
chance
of
becoming involved with a
Pisces.
PIsces - Feb. 21-March
2ll: You will enjoy the days
ahead because the wet
weather suits your nature.
Expect an emotional letdown early in the week due
to a minor death in your
family. After you return
from your mother's funeral,
however, the rest of the week

By DARREN HAVERSTICK

I had some difficulties
seeing what the stars had to
say this week . When I went
out to read their twinkling
messages, I was hampered
by the dense cloud cover
filling the sky.
I did make out " Drink
Coke-Cola" but I quickly
realized it was only some
skywriting left by a recently
passing alrplane. Not to be
discouraged, I returned to
my room and programmed
my TJ-55 to tell me what the
stars couldn't. It's a shame I
had to corrupt such a
haphazard
science
as
astrology with a nerd
machine, but I had no
choice. Anyway - here's
what I read.
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will be filled with excitement. Your social life
will blossom. Be careful,
though. There's a small
chance you'll have to go to
the clinic for being too
social.
ArIes - March 21-Aprll211:
Jupiter is moving into your
Third House with Venus
rising and your GPA falling.
This movement will cause
turmoil in your life for the
next few days. First of all,
the tenants in your Third
House will complaln about
being forced to move before
their lease is up. Jupiter isn't
happy either because the
house is too small. Expect
two 5O-point pop quizzes
tomorrow, and an assignment to write a novel over
the weekend.
Taurus - Aprll21-May 2ll:
You are the lucky one this
week. Good fortune will
shine on you for the next
seven days. Your classes
will be easy this week and
your grades will improve.
You will find a new romance.
You will find money. You
will find that half-eaten egg
salad
sandwich
you
last
week
misplaced
studying for a calculus test.
You'll be as happy as a hog
in a mudhole. Be careful. A
jealous friend may try to
take your life. You're so
lucky, though, the attempt
will probably not succeed.

...

Video Games to be Given Away
in February.
Come In for Details.
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@1. ,ats 1J1acts
By MIKE SIMMS
On Thursday, Feb. 17, the
St. Pat's Board is proud to
pr esent its Benefit Movie,
featurlng Dudley Moore in
the comedy " Arthur" and
the traditional Three Stooges
flicks. The shows will be at
the Ritz Theatre. Due to
limited seating there will be
three shows at 7, 9 and 11: 15
p.m . Tickets will be on sale
for $1 in advance at the
Hockey Puck or the Green
Table in the University

center-East, or for $1.25 at
the door. Instead of spending
another boring Thursday
night at home, come on out
and have a good time at the
St. Pat's Benefit Movie.
The St. Pat's Board will
again be sponsoring St. Pat's
Bowling Night on Thursday,
March 3. The festivities will
be at the Colonial Lanes on
Kingshighway and will start
at 9 p.m. Tickets will be $3.50
which includes three games
and a draw of your favorite
beverage.
Special prize
forms will al~ ~ f~a~.

The St. Pat's Museum is
again looking for items to
display in the Iibary. Anyone
who has any St. Pat's artifacts and is interested in
either lending or donating
them to the museum, contact
Pat Lavin at 364-9901. Items
can be returned in time for
the Follies.
There are only 35 more
days left until the 75th Annual St. Pat's Celebration.
It's time to start preparing
for the party of the year
r ight now.

Planned Parenthood
Central Ozarks
SERVICES FOR ALL MEN & WOMEN
BIRTH CONTROL exams, supplies, instruction . NATURAL FAMILY
PLANNING. PREGNANCY TESTING and exams. PROBLEM PREGNANCY
COUNSEliNG on all options : parenthood, adoption, abortion. VENEREAL
DISEASE TESTING . STERILIZATION COUNSELING & referrals . COUNSELING
on problems related to sex~ality and reproduction . EDUCATION, FILMS,
PAMPHLETS .

SERVICES ARE CONFIDENTIAL
REPROPUCTIVE FREEDOM-the fundamental right of every individual to
decide freely and responsibly when and whether to have children- is a
reaffirmation of the principles of individual liberty upon which this
country was founded .

ROLLA CLINIC
1032 B Kingshighway (314) 364-1509

$25 Off

any }ostenS gold ring
s(
Campus Book Store
and

Estey's Jewelry
December 14 thru 19
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GemIni - May 21-June 20:

{OlD' academic career will
mprove this week. All your
1asses but one will be
,anceIed due la the lack of
ntereSt.
!:XpeCt a marked rise in
'OlD' GPA. I also see a strong
IOSSlbility that you will take
.ff all your clothes and
actIe a board rep. Resist
hiS lD'ge unless you think it
:ouId be beneficial for both
.fyou.
cancer - June 21..July 20:
lou will take a trip this week
with all expenses paid. The
~ps County Jail isn't a
J8d place la go but not a
pxI place la stay. Un'oitunately, you will have no
:bOIce in the matter. The
;tarS predict that you will
:ommit a fiendish crime
Jgalnst
your
physics
)rofessor and will have la be
:aken away in a straitjacket.
Leo - July 21-Aug. 20: A
::elebration is in order for the
.veek. You will soon come
lito a large sum of money.
lbe source will either be an
inheritance from a rich
relative or the result of a
good drug deal. Be wary of
fair weather friends , or foul
weather friends, or friends
in general. Everybody is
greedy. Don't trust anybody.
[ suggest investing the
money in the professor of
your choice for a decent
grade in his class. Another
suggestion is donate the
money la the UMR Miner
astrological fund.
VIrgo - Aug. 2l-8ept. 20:
Expect the relationship with
your pet la be on the rocks
this week. The rocks isn't the
best place la have a
relationship. Just be thankful it isn't in the sand. You
know how that grit gets inla
everything. This is a good
lime for setting new goals

I

and seeking new horizons.
The stars also say that your
academic career will go
down the tubes soon. I
suggest setting your goals
toward menial labor.
Libra - Sept. 2l-Oct. 20:
Your level headed, yet indecisive manner will give
you trouble in the days
ahead. Once you decide
which test la blow off, stick
la your decision. You'll feel
better after you've taken this
affirmative action. Your
grade will reflect a bad
decision but don't worry
about it. Would you rather be
a whimpy nerd or a real man
who's not afraid la flunk out
of college?
Scorpio - Oct. 2l-Nov. 20:
Rolla is predicted la be very
good to you this weekend.
It's too bad you will be
someplace else. The stars
show that you will be
traveling
extensively
against your will. I couldn't
qui te make out the details
but it has something la do
with a statics teacher and a
band of gypsies.
Sagittarius - Nov. 21-Dec.
20: You, the archer, will
pierce the heart of a
prospective mate. Don't get
your hopes up. The Fates
may have played a trick on
you. Don't be surprised if

r----------,
10%
Off
with Coupon

Expires Feb. 28, 1983

Records & Tapes
Paperback Books
Bought-Sold
Traded

One Horse
Books BE Records

from p ageS

your new-found love looks
like an aclar in an Alpo
commercial and it's not
Lorne Greene.
capricorn - Dec. 2hJan.
20: As far as the stars are
concerned, Capricorn is a
worthless sign and anybody
who is born under this sign is
worthless too. It's ironic that
a
wonderful
week
is
predicted for you. I guess the
heavens figure why make
your life any laugher. You
could screw up a one-piece
jigsaw puzzle.

TUTORING
KME:
Trig and Calcu lus Monday and Thursday
6:30 p .m. - 8":00 p. m . Room 209, M C S Bldg .
Alpha C hi Sig ma
Freshm a n a nd Analytical C hem istry
Tuesdaya nd Thursday 7:00p.m. - 9:00 p .m .
Room 127, C hem istry Bldg ,

E·Systems continues
the tradition of
the world's great problem solvers.
Steinmetz was one of
the few geniuses concerned
with the practical aspects of electrical engineeri ng .
His pragmatic analytical
app roach led to the d e. velopment of efficient
electrical power g rid s as
we know them tod ay.
Scientists and engineer.s at E-Systems are
c arryi ng on in his tradition.
Through the c ombination of
sophisticated analytical and
simulation techniq ues, they
are evolving optimal

solutions to some of the
world's toughest problems
in electron ics.
E-Systems is recognized as one of the world 's
leading problem-solving
companies in the deSign
and production of communications, data, antenna,
intelligenc e and reconnaissance systems that are
often the first-of-a-kind in
the world .
For a reprint of the
Steinmetz illustration and

information on c areer opportunities with E-Systems
in Texas, Florid a, indiana,
Utah or Vi rgin ia, write:
Lloyd K. Lauderdale, V.P ,
Research and Engineeri ng ,
E-Systems, Corporate
Headquarters, P. O.
Box 226030, Dallas,
Texas 75266 .

E-SYSTEMS

Charies Proteus Steinmetz
1865-1923

808 Pine
Downtown Rolla

L ___ 2.6~~4.! ___ .J

Share a
Sweetheart Sundae
with
Someone Special
A beautiful silk rose
with every purchase.

":

' I

;~.

Only $1.75

~ Mon.-Sat.
. STORE HO URS :
9:00 a .m .-9

:30 p .m.
Sunday 2:00 p .m.-9 :00 p .m .

. Our Greenville Division will be on campus interviewing February 24, 1983.
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Swimmers striving to meet goal r;;~
By GILL KAUFFMANN

like to achieve: 1) have a
good time, 2) 70 percent

success on goal times
(Members of the team write

down what times they think
they can swim their events
in.), 3) win four dual meets,
4) have 17 NCAA qualifiers
and, finally, 5) at the NCAA
championships they hope to
finish two out of three relays
in finals, be one of the top
five teams and to have 13
people earn the title of AllAmerican Swimmer.
Besides
easily
accomplishing goal No. 1, by
having a good time, goofing
around and still WOrkJ.'lg
hard,
the
Miners
are
struggling to accomplish the
rest. There is one dual meet
left against Mizzou and
Coach Pease has doubt in his
mind about that meet. The
team should still feel much
accomplishment, since the
teams they have swam
against are mostly NCAA

"We're swimming against
faster people" was swim
coach Bob Pease's reply
after losing another close
decision to Eastern Illinois
University on Jan. 29. After
winning the first event the
Miners spent the rest of the
meet fighting to stay within
close range of EIU but never
saw daylight again as they
lost71H:l.
On Feb. 5 UMR traveled to
Northeast Missouri State
University. Despite giving
the stronger swimmers on
the team the weekend off,
the rest of the Miners
tromped Northeast 6.S42.
This brings the swimmers'
record up to three wins and
five losses in dual meet
competition.
Through more than half of
their season three wins have
kept the Miners one short of
their goal. This year Coach
Rick Bennett
Pease and the team set down Rickie Cannon shoots from downtown in the Miners frIfive goals that they would 70 win over Linroin Saturday night.

Division I or NAIA National
Champions (Drury).

Goal times this year the
team has only successfully
accomplished 50 percent.
Along these lines Pease
stated "The team has had
hot ~d cold days. And if'
we're going to get through
the rest of this season we
have to get more consistent
in our times. "
The Miners' last two goals
(dealing with the NCAA
Division II championships)
are coming along slowly as
they have qualitied eight
people for the NCAA.
At EIU Chris Aria not only
qualified for nationals but
set a varsity pool record
swimming a 1:57.32 in the
200-yard backstroke. And in
the 200-yard breaststroke

ji

A:l
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Stacey Stover was leading
Miner scorers with 10 points.
Saturday UMR suffered its
second loss of the season to
the Blue Tigers of Lincoln,
76-57. In this game the
Miners seemed to be their
own worst enemy as they
froze up under the press and
coughed up a total of 40
turnovers. The Lady Miners
put four people into double
figures, but failed to stop
Lincoln's Beverly Scott from
pumping in 29 points of her
own. UMR high scorers were
Kelly Stewart and Laurie
Behm with 11 each and
Stacey Stover and Linda Hill
at 10 apiece.
Coach Schulte attributed
her team's slump to both the
ability of the competition
and the inconsistency among
her own team members. "I

still think we have some
good players out there," she
stated, "but right now
nobody's proving it." She
feels the women lack a
"steadying force" especially
when dealing with a full
court press, and in pressure
situations.
Looking aI1ead to the
coming games Schulte hoped
to build up some confidence
in her club by defeating
Southwest Baptist Monday.
The team next meets UMSL,
whose team is experiencing
its own slump at home.
Saturday at 5:45 p.m. ~e
Lady Miners host a tough
Northwest team, which will
provide the crowd with a
good brand of women's
basketball. So, come on out
and cheer the ladies on!

-

I

Throughout
the
UMR
Miners' up and down season,
Curtis Gibson has provided
the only backbone of consistency for the Miners. On
Saturday, Feb. 5, CUrtis
capped a brilliant season by
scoring 43 points against the
Lincoln University Blue
Tigers in the Miners' 87-70
win. Gibson's 43 points broke
a 9-year-old UMR record of
41 pointS set by Ken Stalling
in 1974. CUrtis was perfect
from the free-throw line
connecting on 9-of-9, whlle
converting 17-of-23 field goal
. attempts. A crowd of 2,250
watched in awe as Gibson
provided a basketball lesson
for the Blue Tigers of Lincoln.
On Wednesday night UMR
hosted the Central Missouri
State Mules before a crowd
of 2,100 at the Gale Bullman
Multi-Purpose Building. The
Miners played well for 35

'

I

.The Trivia Bo.,1

I

Il,linutes of the game before
being outscored 16-4 in the
last 5:23 of the game. At the
end of the first half, the
Miners found themselves
with a seven-point lead at 3528 on the strength of 16 points
by Todd Wentz.
In the second half CMSU
broke out with 45 points
compared to 25 points fOf
UMR to make the final score
73-60. The Mules' record now
stands at 16-4 overall and 4-2
in the MlAA. Todd Wentz

eliJDina

Saturda
the

WOE

finished with 20 points .
lead the Miners in scorin
CUrtis Gibson followed wi
15 points, Rickie Cannc
with 12 and Kris Stange wi _
11 to finish the Miners apiece,
double figures. Kris Stan, On S;
and CUrtis Gibson bo hosted
finished with 10 rebocJn. avengec
theBlu(
see
ofm
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with 53
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Buy any large pizza, pitcher
of pop and 4 salads for $10.99
Good at partic ipating Pizza Hutl1) res taurants from FebruaryB, 1983 through
February 13, 1983. One coupon per customer per viSit. Not valid in con/unc-

tion with any other offer or dIscount.

Cash redemption

Lvalue:
__1/20¢

13E

° 1982 Pizza Hut. Inc

--COUPON--

Fraternities, sororities, living units and all interested organizations
are encouraged to enter a team as soon as possible .

R()II~HEI('f MOnd~:-~~urday

I
I
I

co

9:00 to 6:00

$3.00
off
with I.D .

& Soft Natural Perms

I Any Service I

For more information contact Kevin Renfro, 364-8115.
Trophies will be awarded .
Sponsored by Special Events Committee .

I-·COUPON-_I

I

Expires 2·28·83

364-6416

I
I
I

Entry forms and rules available in Student Activities OHice, Rm . 217,
University Center West. -

University
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Against I;--Iortheast till place h
Miners finished first in 12 0 league
the 13 events. First pi3C4 WOfT
finishers
were
Pau
Pericich, David Vale, San
Millikin, Ed KrugIer, Jet
Germer, Jerry Flower, JOI
Staley and Ralph Thieiking.
This year's team is ver At t
young. Coach Pease said b semeste
is swimming 12 freshmei Jramur
this year and quite a fel up on on
sophomores which make If it - b&
almost two-thirds of ui FirS~
team.
been II

Cagers down Lincol

Ladies seek MIAA win
The Lady Miners . continued their slump last week
as they dropped two MIAA
games here in Rolla. The
team's record; which has
suffered since the beginning
of the fierce conference
competition, drops to 7-11
with an G-9 conference mark.
Last Wednesday, UMR
came up short against the
CMSU
nationally-ranked
team by an 86-45 score. "In
that gaoe, " Coach Cathie
Schulte remarked,
"we
would have had to play very
good just to be in the game."
The CMS team has some
outstanding
individuals
playing at a Division I
caliber, as well as depth on
the bench. Each of the CMS
players saw some action in
the game with 11 of the 12
scoring from the field.

Aria, Coon, David WlsOOm
and Don Havey in the 400yard medley relay, Coon In
the 200-yard 1M and Scott
Carney in the ~yarc
butterfly.

reams

By SCO'IT W1llTE
•

De~ek C:OOn set a pooll'eCord
swunmmg a 2: 13.04. Other
firsts for the Miners were )lOn

__---'~
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Gibson's play shining brightly
SOURCE:OPI
He may barely be in his
second season at UMR, but
some fans around the MIAA
are beginning to think that
Miner forward Curtis Gibson
has haunted the league
forever.
Even though he made
honorable-mention MIAA as
a freshman, a leg injury
limi~ his play to 13 games
and a 12.2 average. This
season a healthy Gibson is
av~raging 19.8 points and 7.2
rebounds per game. Those
figures lead the Miners and
place him second overall in
·Ieague scoring. He is also

Women~

coin

less than a half-point off the
NCAA Division II top 20 in
scoring.
And all of this from a
sophomore?
"He has never played like
an underclassman," said
UMR head coach Billy Key.
"Curtis has excellent court
sense and a great deal of
maturity. He is our leader. "
The former Kansas CityO'Hara all-stater has helped
the Miners attain an 11-7
overall record and a 2-3
mark in the MIAA. His
season-high 29 points against
ninth-ranked
Southeast
Missouri almost produced a
major upset during the In-

dians' 77-75 win Jan. 26.
The highest praise for
Gibson comes from men who
respect him the most opposing coaches.
"He is already one of the
best players in this league, "
said Northeast Missouri
Coach Williard Sims. "He is
a smooth individual and a
hard-nosed player rolled into

one."

The scoring average gets
most of the notoriety, but
that is not the only facet of
Gibson's game. A tenacious
defensive player, he leads
the Miners in steals (31) and
is fourth in the MIAA
category (2.7 per game). He
is fifth in rebounding (7.1 per
game) and sixth In field goal
percentage (,523).

Ron
SEMO
Coach
Shumate was even more
blunt.
"He is a great player in
my book," Shumate said.
"We put everyone but the
student manager on him,
and we couldn't slow him

"We are young, but still
have the talent to surprise
people," Gibson said of this
year's Miner team. "I try to
work hard on both ends of
the floor and make things
happen."
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At this stage in the
semester the women's intramural picture is a closeup on one sport. You guessed
It - basketball!
.
First, the relay field has
been narrowed down to four
teams
via
a
single
elimination bracket. This
Saturday during halftime of
the women's varsity game

against Northwest the two
finalists will be decided.
RHA and Wesley will dribble
off for one slot and ZTA and
TJ will compete for the
second. The first-place team
will receive $30 in McDonald's gift certificates.
In game competition, TJ
and Stardusters are doing
well in League I as they

soundly defeated their opponents, Wesley and ZTA,
respectively. AWS has not
yet played. In League II KO,
so far, is the team to beat.
They've chalked up wins
over ASS (19-17 In overtime)

Cagers

from page 10

points and 11 rebounds to
apiece.
On Saturday the Miners lead the Miners in both
hosted Lincoln U. and categories. Rickie Cannon
avenged their earlier loss to contributed 19 points on 8-iJfthe Blue Tigers by the score 16 shooting from the field.
of 87-70. Led by Curtis Others Miners scoring were:
Gibson, the Miners finished Todd Wentz, nine points;
Schuemaker,
six
with 53 percent from the Stan
field and nearly perfect from points; Kris Stange and
four
the free-throw line, 21-ilf-22 Dave Moellenhoff,
points apiece, and Kent
for 95 percent.
Curtis finished with 43 Dinsdale with two.

Shooters take first
The UMR varsity rifle
team recently placed first in
the air-rifle competition in a
12-team
meet
at
the
University of NebraskaLincoln. The team also
placed fourth in the smallbore competition in the
meet.
The UMR team is made up
of Greg Harde, junior in
electrical engineering; Bob
Valbracht, sophomore in
mechanical
engineering;
Darrell Angelton, freshman

1200 Pine 51.
Rolla, MO
364-5495

pitcher
r $10.9l

in chemical engineermg, and
Tom Jones, _ freshman in
electrical engineering. The
team scored 1,346 out of a
possible 1,600 points in the
air-rifle competition.
In addition, Jones won the
bronze medal for the secondhighest score in the air-rifle
competition,
while
Valbracht came in first in
the small-bore competition
with 393 points out of a
possible 400.
.
UMR will host the 2O-team
Miner Invitational Feb. 2427 .

SPORT
I SHOP

Main Gate
Shopping Center
51. Robert, MO
)
336·4877

Specializing in Silkscreening

20% OFF
Student memberships available.
For more information,
call 364-6466

laturday
6:00

uts

rOl S

V
ii

L

for years to come.
Editor's Note: See related
story Page 10.
TELLE FORt'IGN CAR

and Chi 0 in early season
action. RHA, however, may
well turn up In the race. Thus
far their only game has been
a forfeit victory from GDI.
In the remaining game Chi 0
defeated White Stars.

KEY ·=-

~N

And making things happen
is something Gibson intends
to keep on doing at UMR -

Intramural Report

SOURCE:OPI

vith ~ poinls
rliners in SOJ!l

down,"

1910 N. Pine
(Behind the
Nod-a-way Motel)

Russell Athletic
Sweat Clothing

JUNIOR
EXECS
Enjoy your job and spare time, too!
SALAR Y-Starts at $20,000 increasing
annually to $32,000 in 4 years.
QUALIFICATIONS-Four-year college grads and all maj ors considered.
Technical and science majors preferred.
Recent grads looking for first job as
well as those contemplating a job
change (under age 29) are encouraged
to apply. Qualification test required.
BENEFITS-Club privileges, including
18 hole golf course, swimming pools,
handball, racquetball, tennis, beaches,
sailing, flying clubs, full medical and
dental care, unlimited sick leave, 30
days paid annual vacation, postgrad
educational programs and retirement in
20 years.

hoods-crew-pants
zips

JOB-Several positions still available in
the following areas: Management
(Tech. and Non-Tech.) Aviation and
Aviation Management, Finance, Personnel Management and Engineering.

SALE

LOCATION-Openings on both coasts
and Gulf area. We pay relocation
expenses .

Feb. 10, 11 & 12
In Stock Items Only

For more information, call (314)
263-5000, Monday thru Friday, 9
a.m.-2 p.m. collect calls accepted.

----C.
Thursda~ Feb. 10.1983

MiSSOURI MI N ER
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Basketball, Tug ,aces heat up

As Valentine's Day approaches, the heartbeat of
intramural sports quickens.
Competition is now being
held in basketball, handball
and tug-o-war with wrestling
just around the corner.

picture begins to take shape.
In Division I, League I, MHA
East appears to be the class
team while Sig Nu, Newman,
. Wesley and Beta Sig also
entertain playoff hopes. In
League II KA Psi and PiKA
are unbeaten with Tech
Men's
basketball
is having lost only once.
heating up as the playoff League I of Division II, GDI

Basketball Standings
DMSIONI
MHAEast
SigNu
Newman
Wesley
BetaSig
TKE
Campus
DeltaSig
TJHA

4 0
3 0
2 2
2 2

1 1
1 1
1 2
0 3
0 3

KAPsi
Tech
PiKA
ABS
Lambda Chi
SigEp

4

Expert Cleaning Reasonab ly Priced
108 W. 7th Street Rollo. MO 65401

... ~

~,

2 0
2 2

RHA

KappaSig
SigTau

0 3
0 3

WL

WL

BSU
AEPi
KA
MHA West
CCH
1 1
SigChi Mu
0 2
ISC
0 3
o 4 Theta Xi
WOMEN
League II
WL

3 0
2 0
3 1
2 1

4 0
3 0
2 1
2 1

AKAK

League I

TJHA
Stardusters
AWS
Wesley
ZTA

Q

Quality Cleaners

Take Charge At 22.

League II

GDI
Delta Tau
PhiKap
Pi Kappa Phi
Triangle
SigPi
Viets

-

IL______
903 Pine Rolla, MO 364-2264 I
._______._._._._._j

~

• • I

0

1 1
1 2
1 2

League I

.....

II Christopher
Jewelers I
Diamonds and Watches
I

at the Infirmary March 1-4
anytime between 10 a.m. and
3 p.m. Also weigh-ins will be
held at the Gale Bullman
MUlti-Purpose
Building
March 6 from noon-2 p.m.

3- 1

DMSIONII

.,.

r··-·-·-·--·-------·-----·-,

1M wrestling will begin on
Sunday, March 6, and
continue on March 8, 9 and
10. For those wrestling, your
blood pressure must be
checked and this will be done

WL

WL

41

Intramural tug-o-war is
moving to qua:tc:-Iinal
action as Sig Nu, Delta Tau,
Kappa Sig, Lambda Chi, Sig
Pi, Sig Chi Mu and Tech try
to win McDonald's burgers.

League II

League I

....:1.'

and Delta Tau are on top
while Phi Kap and Pi Kappa
Phi chase close behind.
League II's best include
BSU, AE Pi, KA and MHA
West.

0
1 0
0 0
0 1
0

WL
2 0
1 0

Chi 0
White Stars
ABS
GDI

0
0
0

1

QUEEN
.
HEARTS
ARCADE

"Makes every day specia l for you'"

ai y

0 3
0 4

RHA

KD

THE

New

1 1
1 2

ctivities

Every Wednesday-College Day-8 / $1
Sho w UMR 1.0

Mon.-Ladies & Gents 7 / $1
Sat./ Sun.-All Day 6 / $1
Tues./ Thurs. P.M.sHappy Hours 6 / $1
Frida -Date Ni ht 7
The Queen proudly presents to you a ...

Big Valentines Weekend
beginning Fri .. 2-11-83 to closing Mon .. 2·14-83

Wear a red hat. receive
Wear a red shirt, receive
Wear red pants, receive
Wear solid red socks, receive
Wear red socks and bring your
sweetheart also with red socks,

5 / $1
6 / $1
7 / $1
8 / $1

In most jobs, at 22
care of sophisticated
you 're nea r the bottom
equipment worth
of the ladder.
millions of dollars.
In the Navy, at
It's a bigger challenge and a lot more
22 you can be a leader.
After just 16 weeks
responsibility t han
of leadership training,
most corporations give
you're an officer. You 'll
you at 22. The rewards
have the kind of job
'--_'--_ _ _ _.tL-_ _
are bigger, too. There's
your education and training prepared
a comprehensive package of benefits,
you for, and the decision-making au including special duty pay. The starting
thority you need to make t h e most of it.
.salary is $17,000 -more than most comAs a college graduate and officer
panies would pay you right out of college.
candidate, your Navy training is geared
After four years , with regular promoto making you a leader. There is no boot
tions and pay increases. your salary will
camp. Instead , you receive professional
have increased to as much as $31,000 .
training to help you build the technical
As a Navy officer, you grow, through
and management skills you'll need as a
new challenges, new tests of your skills,
Navy officer.
1 and new opportunities
This training is
NAVY OPPORTUNITY
w 200
to advance your edu·
d t . t'll
I N FORMATIO N C E I TER
I d'
h
d eSlgne
0 ms I
P.O. Box 5000 , Clifton. NJ 07015
catIOn , me u Ing t e
confidence by firstpossibility
of
attending
O l 'm read y t o t a ke c harge. Tell me more
h an d experience. You
about th e Navy's office r programs.
10G)
graduate school while
learn by doing. On
you're in the Navy.
your first sea tour,
Name
First
I P lco!'e Prin t!
La~t
Don't just take a
you 're responsible for
Add'css _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Apt. # _ job. Become a Navy
m anaging the work of
Cil!'
officer, and take charge.
up to 30 men and the
Stale _ _ _ __ _ _ Zip,_ _ _ _ _
Even at 22 .

....L..:='--_.........

r- - - - - - - - - -

I

tColJege/ Un ive rsity _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Age _ _ +Yea r in Co!lege _ _ . G P~
.. ~I ajo r / ~I i n or _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Phone Number

~e~

. 9~1

Bring in a Queen of Hearts
card from any deck of cards
(we keep the card), you'll
receive

10 / $1

Come dressed as Cupid and win

8 FREE GAMES!
Only once per cupid'

r - - This7'0-;;p;;, :;orth- -

xecu

- ,

I
8 tokens for $1
I
I... - - - _
Expires
_ _3·6-83
_ _ _ _ _ _ 1I
7th & Pine 364.()453 11-11 Dally Sorry, no bulk sales

L

t A rea Cod('1
B ... :.I TIme to Ca ll
Th i... i.., fo r g('ncrul recrultml'nt m fo rmotion . You do not h8\'('
t n furm .. h anv of t he In formation rfiluestcd Of course. t he'
mort' I H ' kno \~·. the more II'", con help to dete r m ine the kinds

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
II

· .

:20:':05::S::'h:::O~ I:' ___ J .

Navy Officers .
Get Responsibility Fast.

BySU

